
Meeting Minutes 

April 16th, 2020 

Meeting called to order at 7pm MST 

Those of the BOD that were in attendance:  
Ron Nestle, President  

Staci Mays, Vice President  

Virginia Flores, Treasurer  

Diana Peña, Secretary   

Gabe Flores, Field & Equipment/Tournament Director  

Andrew Barber, U9 & Above Coordinator  

Patrick Martin, U8 & Below Coordinator 

Others:  
Dreaux Plair, Schedular & Referee Assignor 

Erik Tuchfarber, Registrar 

CW Ward III, District Commissioner 

Gabe Flores, Field & Equipment/Tournament Director  

Not in Attendance 
Eric Crespin, Club Rep Coordinator 

Gabriela Velasco, Administration 

 “Check-in” How is everyone feeling? Hope all are doing well. 

Everyone missing Soccer.? WELL wishes for all! 

Two weeks ago we decided that we would meet today: See where the league 

stands. “Refunding” Players.? 

Smaller Leagues around us are refunding but it may be easier because they 

have 1000 or even less than 500 players. 

We have over 3000 “refunding” wouldn’t be impossible to do just some work. 

Bigger leagues like Albuquerque are handling this in a variety of ways. 

 We need to look at the financial aspect make sure that we do the best for our 

community and for the league so that we don’t dip into any other funds.  

If we transfer Spring season moneys to the Fall we will still be in the same 

boat. If we carried fees over the families will have to go back on and pay the 

insurance portion again because that is already spent. 

 Still considering: abandoning the season-possibly move payments from the 

Spring season to the Fall Season Families would be refunded their registration 

amount minus the insurance portion because there were practices held and at 

least one game played. Condense season by rescheduling games for Saturday 

and Sunday, two games each day. This can be done more of a tournament 

style season. Dreaux can come up with a schedule. What if a team wants to 



drop? Would it be easier to “refund” everyone and then recollect for those 

that want to do condensed season? Do we think that teams want to do this? 

Are there enough refs to do a condensed season? Dreaux: “Yes, they want to 

be on that field they enjoyed the 1st tournament, they love soccer & some may 

use it as income.” “If we did this, it will need to be clear to coaches that that 

there is no room for a conflict sheet, which means they would need to be 

flexible.” 

 According to info collected by Ron fields would be released by the City on 

May 15th. C.W. wonders though because he has received info, if the schools 

will even release the fields by then. We need to communicate with both 

agencies to make sure that we are on the same page. 

 Staci: Ultimately, we need to make a decision & we need to get a statement 

out to the membership. Ron: Erik can generate a statement to put out to the 

membership. 

We need to see what the response is from the community after statement goes 

out. BOD says so far most are wanting to PLAY!!!  Everyone just loves the 

game. 

 For Next meeting: 

- More clarification from schools & City when fields might be available 

-See financially how it affects league  

-Gather info on response to the Statement sent out. 

-Talk with the people we are around in our soccer community & get opinions 

 Next  LCYSA BOD is April 30th 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




